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Sharing “results” across disciplines

We made a new 
GPCR-rhodopsin 
fusion...

We can do in vivo 
test in flies easily...

Ah, great. We could use for 
live mouse brain imaging in 
our new behavioral test...

This includes “negative" results.



How to do that remotely and as soon as possible ?



A figure is an intuitive medium to share results in the lab, at conferences, in papers.



A figure gallery



- SFB1315 gallery restricted: trusted network
- Open commenting



Drag & drop image. Done! 



A figure in context: add title +caption



A figure in context: add title +caption

Probably not enough …







Your first collaborator is yourself in 2 years time



SmartFigure: link/upload related “stuff” to find it again



Automatic paper drafts from SmartFigure (planned)

Material and methods 
 
Data availability
Data can be obtained at 
https:doi.org/xxxxxxxxxxxx, and 
https:doi.org/xxxxxxxxxxyy.

Animal care
...



SmartFigure: SmartTags to make it discoverable



SmartFigure in scientific communication
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Summary

- As soon as possible, remote collaboration in a trusted network!
- Smart: linked information, publishers formatted, re-usable information, 

interoperable
- Looking at incentives and narratives: sfb1315-output.de 
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https://sdash.sourcedata.io/



The future
- The data itself on GIN ?
- open source
- API 

 
But limited resources (½ developer at emboss)



Thank you
julien.colomb@hu-berlin.de, https://sfb1315-output.de  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